
NOW AVAILABLE
Music Composition and 
Performance Software

Dozens of new features!
 ■ Video window (64-bit Windows® and Mac®)
 ■ New Film Score staff and tools
 ■ Bounce all stems / four more buses /  
up-sampling audio

 ■ Support for new VST libraries
 ■ Custom Rules Editor UI for creating 
 custom VST sound-library rules

 ■ Studio One® Native Effects™ included: 
Limiter,  Compressor, Pro EQ.

 ■ Many notation improvements: 
new enharmonic spelling tool, 
cross-staff notation, layout 
and printing improvements, 
and new shortcut sets

 ■ Enhanced chord library: more 
library chords, user-created 
chords, and recent chord 
recall feature

 ■ Six languages:  U.S. and UK 
English, French, German, 
Japanese, Spanish 

 ■ Mac Retina display and 
Windows 8 touchscreen 
optimization
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Notion™ 5 is the latest version of 
PreSonus’ easy-to-use, great-

sounding notation software.
Notion makes it simple to write your 

musical ideas quickly, hear your scores 
played back with superb orchestral and 
other samples, compose to picture, and 
edit on Mac®, Windows®, and iPad®.

Now Notion allows you to write to 
picture with a brand-new video window 
— sync your score to film, add hitpoints, 
and make timing adjustments. 

Then get your score sounding exactly 
the way you want with PreSonus® Native 
 Effects™ Limiter, Compressor, and Pro 
EQ plug-ins and use the new Rules 
Editor to seamlessly integrate third-
party sound libraries. With Notion 5, 
you can now automatically export audio 
from individual staves or buses. 

There are also many notation 
improvements that make Notion 
the quickest and easiest notation 
software on the planet, including a new 
enharmonic-spelling tool, cross-staff 
notation, more layout control, enhanced 
chord library, multiple part-printing 
options, and new shortcut sets. 

Notion 5 has been optimized for 
Retina display and is available in six 
languages. 

Whether you’re arranging in the 
studio, scoring films or composing in 
the classroom, Notion 5’s new features 
will enhance your creativity and your 
workflow.

Notion 5 is available as
a boxed copy or electronic download.

New effects from PreSonus® Studio One®: EQ, Limiter, Compressor

Enter drum notation with interactive drum pad, or use template 
patterns to get going

Choose from a variety of note-entry methods, including an interactive 
piano keyboard.

See notation and MIDI data at the same time with Sequencer Overlay

New Custom Rule Editor for easily integrating third-party  
sample libraries

Standard Features:
■■ Easily compose, play back, and edit music
■■ Best playback of any notation product, 
with orchestral samples recorded by the 
London Symphony Orchestra and more
■■ Perform scores using Notion as a live 
instrument and save your performance

Entering music
■■ Use keyboard and mouse from the  
Entry palette to get going
■■ Interactive entry tools: Keyboard, 
Fretboard, Drum Pad, Chord Library
■■ Write tab or standard notation
■■ Enter notes in step time with a MIDI instrument
■■ Record and notate in real time with a MIDI instrument

Sharing
■■ Create a score on a Mac or Windows  
computer and continue to edit on iPad
■■ Import/export files to and from other  
notation software via MusicXML
■■ Import legacy Guitar Pro files
■■ Save as audio file
■■ Save directly to SoundCloud™

■■ Print all parts, or custom number of parts in one go

Studio
■■ New video window and tools; create hit 
points and fit your music to time
■■ Native 64-bit support (Mac and Windows)
■■ ReWire support (host and slave)
■■ New effects from PreSonus® Studio  
One®: EQ, limiter, compressor
■■ Notion™ Reverb and Guitar Amp included
■■ Insert any VST effect
■■ See notation and MIDI data on the same 
staff with Sequencer Overlay
■■ Bounce stems from staves or buses
■■ Up to eight buses available
■■ Brand new expansion sounds available  
from presonus.com

“An excellent notation program for newbies, teachers, 
and experienced musicians alike.” — Music Tech 

“Notion is a far superior choice of notation software 
for education.” — Music Teacher magazine

“…a full-blown, unlimited, and friendly musical notation 
editor at an entry-level price.” — PC World

“Notion is probably the most intuitive and uncluttered 
notation package I’ve ever used.” — Sound on Sound

“Notion appeals to a wide range of composers, producers, 
and music educators and is quickly becoming an integral 
part of studios, thanks to great design, great customer 
support, and compatibility with the iPad.” — AskAudio

Available for Mac, Windows, and iPad.


